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Abstract—This paper presents a lightweight tool to capture
monitoring information from Nvidia GPUs. The tool is an
extension of the Pegasus Kickstart wrapper that was originally
designed for monitoring CPU-based workflow jobs.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Compute jobs in the Pegasus workflow management system
(WMS) [1] are wrapped using a lightweight C executable
called “pegasus-kickstart” (Kickstart) [2], [3] that captures
runtime job performance and provenance data. The toolkit
collects useful information about the execution of the wrapped
task such as the environment setup, performance data and
output logs. Kickstart is a very important component of
the Panorama data collection architecture [4]. In Pegasus’
Panorama branch [5], Kickstart has been extended to include
fine-grained monitoring capabilities that can pull resource
usage statistics of workflow running tasks within a userdefined time interval. This information is then published to
an AMQP [6] endpoint in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format so it can be ingested into a repository, saved to a
storage system, or uploaded to an analysis framework (e.g.,
Elasticsearch [7]). Until now though, Kickstart could only
collect statistics available in Linux’s procfs [8], ignoring other
subsystems, such as graphics processing units (GPUs).
II. A PPROACH
To extend Kickstart’s capabilities with monitoring support
for Nvidia GPUs, we are leveraging Nvidia’s monitoring
library (NVML) [9]. NVML offers a C-based API for monitoring and managing various states of Nvidia GPU devices.
We have extended Kickstart (Figure 1) with a lightweight C
wrapper for the NVML library that queries the state of all
the GPU devices available on an execution host machine.
Kickstart polls for new GPU statistics on a user-defined
interval and populates JSON formatted events. Kickstart GPU
polling supports multithreading and creates a new polling
thread for each GPU device, which is essential when sampling
the PCI-Express bus utilization.
A. Events
During a job’s execution there are three events produced by
Kickstart containing information about the Nvidia GPUs.

Figure 1. Kickstart online monitoring.

kickstart.inv.online.gpu.env: This event is produced
once at the beginning of the job and it contains information about the GPU environment (e.g., number of GPUs,
driver version, type of GPUs etc.)
• kickstart.inv.online.gpu.stats: This event is produced
throughout the execution and it contains a snapshot of the
GPU counters at that given time (e.g., GPU utilization,
memory usage, power consumption etc.)
• kickstart.inv.online.gpu.stats.max: This event is produced at the end of the execution, and it contains max
values observed during the run (e.g., max GPU utilization,
max GPU temperature etc.)
All of the events are easily correlated with workflow runs
and their respective jobs, since they are annotated with workflow related attributes (e.g., workflow uuid, dag job id). In the
case of the GPU statistics event, there are some optional fields
that are controlled via environment variables. The full list and
description of the fields available in the produced events can
be found on GitHub [10].
•

III. H OW TO USE
Installation. This tool is available under Pegasus Panorama
branch [5] and can be used independently of Pegasus.
Precompiled versions of this branch can also be found on
the Pegasus download server [11]. Even though this tool is
distributed with the Pegasus WMS it is a standalone tool

export KICKSTART_MON_URL = \
rabbitmq://[USERNAME:PASSWORD]@hostname[:port]/api/exchanges/[VIRTUAL_HOST]/[EXCHANGE_NAME]/publish
or
export KICKSTART_MON_URL = file://filename
pegasus-kickstart <args> -G -m 10 ./exec

Listing 1: Example invocation of GPU monitoring
and can be installed and used without using the rest of the
system. On the Pegasus download server you will find the
lightweight worker package that contains Kickstart and other
essential Pegasus’ tools (e.g., pegasus-transfer), which can be
downloaded and installed independently.
Configuration. An example of using GPU-aware Kickstart
with Pegasus is the “Predict Future Sales” workflow [12].
It has been configured to use the “–monitoring” flag during
workflow generation. This flag instructs Pegasus Panorama to
enable GPU monitoring for the jobs requesting GPUs, and
orchestrates the data collection via an AMQP point.
To collect GPU traces using Kickstart as a standalone tool,
one must set the following flags to “pegasus-kickstart”:
•
•

-m <interval>: enables online monitoring and collects
traces at every <interval>
-G: enables GPU monitoring (Note: this flag is considered
only if the -m flag has been provided)

Finally, an environment variable sets the location where the
statistics will be published (KICKSTART_MON_URL). Either
file or AMQP endpoints can be specified. An example of a
standalone invocation can be seen in Listing 1. For more we
refer you to the “pegasus-kickstart” documentation [3].
IV. R ELATED AND F UTURE W ORK
Nvidia offers tools for detailed profiling and analysis (e.g.,
NVIDIA Nsight Tools), which provide in depth analysis of
GPU kernels and can aid in debugging and performance
optimizations. However, these tools add extra overhead that
cannot be tolerated in production and they don’t integrate well
with other third party tools (e.g., monitoring tools of workflow
management systems). Additionally, HTCondor [13] in version
8.8.9 introduced GPU monitoring, but it only offers statistics
about the avg. GPU utilization and maximum memory usage,
and no tracing is supported. With Kickstart we are able to
correlate GPU monitoring traces directly with workflow job
executions.
We are currently working on extending the GPU monitoring
feature to more devices such as AMD’s ROCm GPUs.
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